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Ronald L. Bierôs Military Life Playback Timeline 

1952-1955 R.O.T.C. Polytechnic High School, San Francisco, CA 

1954-1956 Hamilton AFB, California  

1956  Lackland AFB, San Antonio, Texas  

1956  Keesler AFB, Biloxi, Mississippi  

1956  Keflavik AB, Iceland  

1958-1959 Ent AFB, Colorado Springs, Colorado  

1959-1961 San Pablo AFB, Seville, Spain  

1961-1962 Samsun AS, Turkey  

1962-1963 Hancock Field, Syracuse, New York  

1963-1964 Ent AFB (2nd time), Colorado Springs, Colorado  

1964-1967 Fuchu AFB, Japan  

1967-1969 Andrews AFB, Maryland  

1969-1972 Shu Lin Kou AS, Taiwan  

1972-1972 Kelly AFB, San Antonio, Texas  

1972-1975 Sembach AFB, West Germany  

1975-1977 March AFB, Sunnyvale, California  

1959 -1977 Tribute to ñA Veteranôs Wifeò 

 

 

 

 

Ron Bierôs Military Life Playback:  The Beginning 

 

There I was, at 30,000 feet, doing 800 mph with no airplane loaded with Good & Plenty licorice and 

listening to ñThe Banditò. I called out ñMaydayò and all I could get on my Mayday frequency was ñLite up a 

Lucky, itôs Lite up timeò and my lighter fluid was empty. Then without warning, I began to climb 69,000 

feet, then 120,000 feet and I yelled out, ñOh Lordò and from deep space, came his reply, ñYessss! 
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Now that I got your attention, one of my life's biggest wishes, has three objectives: 

1. Acknowledge Polytechnic High School (Poly Hi) and the ROTC for the spark that inspired my 

future. 

2. To Playback my history highlights to future generations, like I wish my past generations had done! 

3. To Voice record the finished product and be able to ad-lib. 

 

1954-1956 Hamilton AFB, CA 

 

 ñPlant those heels!ò yelled the Drill Sargent and a flight of fresh new airmen recruits would reply, ñWhy?  

They wonôt grow?ò I joined the USAF active reserves while still attending Poly Hi. Learned to safety wire 

airborne radios on T-33 jet trainers, receive basics of military life and scrubbed planes with a power hose two 

days every month and two weeks in the summer.  

 

At 17 years old, it was a treat to sit at the Airmanôs Club and have a beer. A bunch of us would not let the 

server take our empty cans. Counted 37 cans up on our table. A fellow Airman had short-sheeted my bunk 

plus set up my springs so they would fall to the floor. This was after I had scooted out to San Francisco one 

night and returned at 2am.  Do not fret, I got him back. Itôs true, if you are dead asleep, with your hand 

hanging out and it was placed in real warm soapy water, would cause you to relieve yourself. Payback was 

justified.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                     

 

 

 

. 
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January 1956 Lackland AFB 

 

 I joined the Active USAF as a one striper, Airman 3rd Class (A/3C).  That proved to be beneficial. A huge 

number of ex-GI's discharged after the Korean war, were reenlisting with fruit salads on their chests and only 

one stripe. Plus, a third group were airman being discharged for various reasons. It was four weeks of 

WEIRD. Pulled CQ (Charge of Quarters) over night and had this mentally deranged dude just setting on the 

stairs, this entire night, just staring at me. Pulled KP in the Chow Hall and had these huge cockroaches 

coming out of cracks in the floor. It was sport to chase them down. This was Texas, right? Ha.   

 

Your future assignment was to be determined here. Aced three of the four evaluation exams and just missed 

90% on the fourth. So had a world of categories to choose from, I first looked at R&R (Radio and Radar 

Maintenance). Actually, submitted it. But later, my eye caught, Airborne Radio Operator.  

 

I ran up and begged the guy to let me change it. After some doing got it done. Waa Hoo, I thought, Iôm going 

to fly! Passed the physical and got orders to attend school at Keesler AFB, Mississippi. Went home on leave 

thinking Iôm going to fly and get additional flight pay.  

 

1956 ï Keesler AFB 
 

Was one big surprise the day I arrived. Was advised Airborne Radio School had been closed because the 

pilots were picking it up on the new aircraft now. I was reassigned to Ground Radio Operatorôs School. Two 

weeks later a posted board on a tree was this notice, ñWanted: Volunteers for Security Service Radio 

Intercept Operatorsò. Meant 8 weeks more school, so jumped on it. Also, had to fill out the story of my life 

for a security check, I was told cost $50,000 those days.  

 

Mom told me later that Mr. T, the owner of Kleanôs Drugs on the corner of 19th Street and Mission Street in 

San Francisco, had a secret agreement with other independent druggists in the Mission District to buy 

codeine in a huge volume for pure economic reasons. It did violate federal law at the time. Well, this FBI 

agent came in and it seems Mr. Tôs bald head broke out in huge sweat bubbles, this other druggist had said.  

The gang from Polytechnic High School and Mary Lou from Balboa High School 
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When asked about his previous employee, Ron Bier, how relieved he was. I learned how they checked 

neighbors, friends and even my schoolteachers.  

 

Back at Keesler AFB, classes were intense, six-hour days in every aspect of radio operation and comm 

equipment maintenance included two hours a day of CW (Morse Code).    

 

Due to my ROTC and USAF Reserves Training, I was picked for a ñYellow Ropeò. Had to march a flight of 

40 airman every school day, across the flight line, in 90 degrees temp and 99% humidity, then into a block 

house school with the A/C at 69 Degrees. Yep, the exact recipe to land me in the base hospital with 

pneumonia.  

 

Met a young lady on the beach and, of course, turned over on both sides. Well, you get an article 15, if you 

miss duty due to a sunburn. I made it like a stiff Frankenstein, for some time.  

 

So, there was this Airman struggling to get on the base bus with a huge stack of orders sat directly in front of 

me. It was unbelievable, on top was a copy of orders with my name on it. It said, I was being ordered to APO 

81. Had no idea where that was, nor did anyone in the barracks. Ran to the Orderly Room, found out it was 

Keflavik, Iceland and noted my Top Secret ñRò Clearance.  

 

Biloxi Mississippi in 1956 was eye opening. Segregation hits you in the face, the minute your off base. The 

bus pulled over and had blacks move to the back of the bus. This young black man from Chicago refused to 

move. We learned later he was accosted in an alley downtown.   

 

At night in the barracks, full of Radio Operators banging on the wall in CW. So, it was the letter Q  

Dah-Dah De Dah sounds like ñPayday Todayò. Well, QQQ (Q Signals) meant ñGet the bird poop off your 

antennaò. Gives you a sample of hearing these guys tapping on their walls or bunks all night. Could get on 

your nerves and did at times. Had this GI party where I did slip on a bar of soap, then did a 180 and landed 

on my front tooth, which is clearly visible today. Need to add, four leaf clovers were abundant by the 

barracks and guys would enclose them in letters to their loved ones. Got to meet with Bob Ross on Sundays, 

who was also attending R&R (Radio & Radar) Maintenance School. Was great to have my future brother-in-

law and school buddy there too.   
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1956 Keflavik AB Iceland 

 

After a 30-day leave, reported into Manhattan Beach, New York and immediately put on KP, peeling a 

mountain of potatoes for two days. Then was off on a troop plane from McGuire AFB to Iceland in 

December. Immediately encountered 22 hours of darkness. The sun came up at 11 AM with the wind 

blowing at 70 mph south to north. Had to have ropes to hang onto between buildings. Then around 2 PM lost 

the sun and the wind actually reversed, then blew in the opposite direction. The barracks had cut outs at the 

corners, making getting in and out a challenge.  

 

We had this exercise, where an Airman stood guard duty with a loaded rifle in hand, got caught between a 

wall and a wind-blown door swinging open on his helmet, where it made his head the donger in a bell. 

Honestly, this actually happened. 

 

The Icelandic's were called ñMo-Jacksò by the G.I.'s. It meant they always wanted more money. There was 

this one Icelandic base bus driver taking a load to work, would take turns way too fast and it was icy, of 

course. Well, all the guys in the back of the bus would throw their weight to one side, making the bus almost 

hit the telephone pole. Not funny to the driver.  

 

USAF C124ôs Transports brought in supplies from Dover AFB, Delaware. Well, donôt you know this huge 

shaggy haired dog they named ñMojackò, was found among stacks of powdered egg cartons. He was made 

the base mascot and would wait at a bus stop then jumped on in the right front seat and sat up just like a 

human. New arrivals were cautioned, ñNever sit there!ò Mojack would get off at the chow hall, where a bowl 

was always waiting. Every movie night on the local base TV station Mojack was at the foot of the 

announcerôs chair. If that wasnôt enough, you could throw a small rock in an icy puddle, and he would jump 

in to retrieve that very same rock.   

 

In the Barracks, a guy named ñPeteò was the chow hall scrounge. His closet always full of food. We played 

cards at all hours, and he supplied the snacks. Paydays the billiards table was converted to a crap table. I did 

bring home $800.00 to buy a 1954 Chevy. Ha.  

 

Got serious, when the 1957 Asian Flu hit. Had to convert our barracks to a temporary hospital. I was 

confined to a bunk for three ñ3ò days, knew not where I was. Had a number of USO shows come through. 

Bob Hope, Jerry Colonna and Miss America 1957 shows were terrific. Bob came to the chow hall with the 

base commander, but stopped at the door and said, ñWhere is the lowest ranking man in here?ò Picked out 

this lonely A/3C in a corner and sat with him. Another time Teresa Brewer, William Holden and a few others 

stopped over at the base terminal. At 2 a.m. we ran up there, where she sung ñPut another Nickle In- in the 

Nickle Load-DE-inò and then went around giving each of us a kiss. 

 

Had a load of Hungarian Freedom Fighters come through. Got to see the famous lady that took out a Russian 

tank on the news reel. Observed the Russian leader Khrushchev's TU-104 plane being refueled on its way to 

the UN. This short little fat Russian sat on the wing observing every drop of fuel being loaded.  

 

Keflavik AB was a vital base in the North Atlantic between North America, Greenland, and Northwestern 

Europe to track shipping and subs. Those days, communications using HF (High Frequency) between these 

locations was made super difficult because of the Northern Lights. They could redirect radio signals out into 

space. So, a new concept then, was to just send signals called ñScatterò into the lower angle, called sporadic 

ñEò band in the sky. Was effective, but still could be hindered by the lights. When this occurs, itôs called a 

SID (Sudden Ionospheric Disturbance) and we lost all communication in every direction. This one time, I 

brought up a single frequency and actually used CW I learned back in radio school to establish 

communication with the Azores. I was able to pass a flash (highest priority) classified message. Never ever 

used CW ever again.  
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Now get this, when I arrived, I was thinking I was going to be a Radio Intercept Operator for Security 

Service. Wrong! Was surprised again when told that job had been phased out there, so was first assigned to 

Ground to Air Radio Operator. Being curious, there was this thing around the corner called 

Telecommunications Technical Control Facility, or TCF for short. It was behind the green door and  

they were in bad need of more people but hung up due to the level of security clearance needed. Well, guess 

who had a TS-R (Top Secret-SS) clearance. In a matter of a few days, I was made a Tech Controller, forever, 

for the rest of my military career. It was defined as a jack of all trades, but the master of none. Had to 

manage every aspect of a Comm Center, doing all the tasks required to keep communication working by 

substituting, rerouting, directing and function, with the big picture always in mind.  

 

Will attempt to explain the Tasks of a Tech Controller. He coordinates with the different departments on an 

intercom ñBITCHò box (For in-house control) to the Tape APES (Message Center that sends and receives 

messages), Teletype Maintenance (Repairs and keeps Teletype equipment in good working order), CRYPTO 

(Encryption of each channel between bases, provides the secure Comm), MUX Maintenance (Signaling 

mixing equipment that combines many channels of Comm into one signal for send or receive ), Air to 

Ground Radio (Talk to the aircraft and base tower to control operations), MW (Microwave Maintenance) for 

links to transmitter and receiver sites to make changes as needed and finally use Teletype Order Wires to 

distant stations. Plus, there was the constant testing, quality checking and records keeping. There you have it. 

From now on I donôt have to explain what a TCF dude does.  

 

October 4th, 1957, the day before my birthday, we were assigned to monitor the beep-beep-beep from 

Sputnik's second, third and fourth obits on a receiver in our TCF. Gave us all an eerie feeling, knowing it 

was not ours.  

 

Had an inspection visit from General Doolittle and Rhode Islandôs Senator Green. Shook their hands and was 

advised our station stood out as an outstanding operation doing a valuable job.  

 

November 1957 learned my new assignment was ENT AFB, Colorado. Had no idea what was in store for me 

and what it would mean for my future.                 
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This photo and those on the previous page were taken in 1957 in Keflavik, Iceland. These were my 

roommates in the barracks. We were out for the hottest day of the year at 54 degrees and the sun  

was up 23 hours in July. 

  

1958 ENT AFB, Colorado Springs, CO 

I was assigned to the 47th Comm Squadron that controlled the communications for ADC (Air Defense 

Command) in support of NORAD. To actually sit on the main DIAS (Digital Avionics Information Systems 

Center), Or the NORAD (North American Air Defense) Operations Control Desk and observe an active map 

of the northern half of the world, was awe inspiring and very hard to process when I arrived the first day of 

duty. Didnôt take long to realize how vital the Comm was to this operation with twin phones, one to the 

President the other to the Canadian leader, was mind boggling actually. Syncing and responding to any 

threats, whether from space, air, sea or ground for 360 degrees around the North American Continent in 

concert with Canadians as our partners was as important as it gets. Sitting at the CORS (Circuit Outage 

Reporting Service) desk, I would answer ñCoors Beerò. True story.  

 

Interstate 25 was just being constructed when a major cable was cut north of Monument, causing the loss of 

communications from all north locations to the Dew Line, Pine Tree Line, Alaska, and northeast Canada.  

 

NORAD Operations was switched to Richards-Gebaur AFB, Kansas City, MO.  I had NORAD General at 

my back while it took 46 minutes to reroute all the lost circuits like an upside-down umbrella with Salt Lake 

City and Kansas City down through Albuquerque, New Mexico, working with AT&T in the Springs. Had all 

vital communications up in less than an hour and allowed NORAD to go back online. Well done were the 

words we heard.  
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Had another experience Iôll never forget until this day. Was working swing shift when these reports of flying 

saucers started coming in from the California/Arizona boarder over to the Texas/New Mexico Border where 

numerous drivers were pulling into police stations with all similar sightings. One location the Highway 

Patrol discovered a place where sand had been turned to glass. It was reported at NORAD that every military 

service denied they had anything to do with it. Even some photos of shining disk like objects flying were 

produced. This was real, but never heard any conclusive facts.  

 

Air Force did scramble a number of jets with nothing reported. There was an article in the Readerôs Digest, 

that said it like it was, where all the reports came in from and how there was a certain same pattern, but no 

conclusions given.    

 

Would you believe I met this knockout lovely blond that stared at me with these big blue eyes I called 

headlamps. She worked on top of Pikes Peak in the gifts and photo shop six days a week and came down for 

only one day. Well, when I learned I was being reassigned to San Pablo Spain, we didnôt have cell phones 

those days, I jumped in my 56 Ford and drove up Pikes Peak to ask her to marry me and go to Spain with 

me. That was September 1959.              

    

1959 ï 1961 San Pablo AB, Seville, Spain 

San Pablo AB, Spain, just outside Seville assignment was a bit unique. When we arrived the brand new 

Comm Center was under construction, so was assigned to the Base Post Office. We (Carl Schopmeyer) and I 

met the train each day and brought U.S. mail to the base plus picked up the mail from the mailboxes at base 

housing on the way. General Franco was the dictator at the time and was super feared by his subjects. He had 

his Seville Civil Guard (Spanish: Guardia Civil) Troopers on most corners with their Burp Guns. While 

taking a turn in town in the mail truck, a lady threw her child in front of us, and we stopped in the nick of 

time. But the kid put on a great act like he had been hit. As luck would have it, a Civil Guard saw what 

happened and scolded them away. 

 

While driving to work had this helicopter looking car T-bone me at an intersection in Seville and 

immediately swarms of Spaniards came out of the woodwork. At least 100 people. Thank God this Civil 

Guard came to my aid with a Burp Gun and held back the crowd. I caught this one guy trying to stick his arm 

and hand into my back seat seeing what he could steal. What was funny was observing this huge Spaniard 

bounce forward into this bubble glass. It was a Spanish Siat car that was designed by Fiat.      

  

Two months later we activated the new Comm Center that was a major link between Europe and North 

Africa/Leopoldville in the Congo. Our NCOIC (Non-Commissioned Officer in charge) was sent to Sidi 

Slimane Air Base, Morocco TDY (Temporary Duty). They were driving to work when a band of locals 

stopped them, and all were killed and found stripped naked.  

 

Also, a radio repairman from our unit TDY to Leopoldville Congo Receiver Site was stopped by locals while 

driving back. He told us, back in Spain, he owed his life to a pack of Lucky Strikes cigarettes that proved he 

was an American. New Year's Eve Judy and Carl Schopmeyer joined us. Well had Carl up on my shoulders, 

tearing down decorations, when my legs began to give out. Yeppers, Carlôs arm layed down on this super-hot 

bellied stove, causing a Sevier burn. Years later, he put up his arm and sayò How could I ever forget youò?  

Judy and Carl were like family.   

 

We had a wonderful event May 28th, 1960, when our daughter, Vickie, was born. I had to secure three blood 

donors for any eventuality. We played cards for three days due to three days it took to deliver. In today's 

world, she would have been delivered cesarean section. Then she spent another long period in an oxygen 

tank. San Pablo AS was as small as a hospital gets. Curious note years later, her birth doctor was at the 

USAF Academy Hospital, Colorado Springs, CO where we were in 1995. Small world.         

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spanish_language
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In 1961 it came my turn. The U2 with Gary Powers was shot down and The Security Service Comm sites in 

Turkey were experiencing terrible low efficiencies on their circuits, which meant highly perishable data 

being collected arriving too late to be of any use. Security Service was not using any Tech Controllers and 

just letting the Tape Apes doing the controlling. So AFCS (Air Force Communications Service) Tech 

Controllers were sent there. I was sent to Samsun Air Station, Turkey on the Black Sea. My wife, Karen and 

daughter, Vickie were to be returned to Iowa, while I was there. 

  

Karen and Ron  

at  

Judy and Carl 

Shopmeyerôs 

Apartment,  

San Pablo AS, Spain 

 


